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What an exciting achievement for the Cravia team 
last month with the launch of Carvel in not one, 
but three stores in the UAE. On the 17th of 
August, Carvel, now part of Cinnabon & Seattle’s 
Best Coffee, launched the first Carvel Cup & Cone 
in Abu Dhabi Mall and then the following day, on 
the 18th of August, the second store launched the 
Carvel brand in Sharjah’s Mega Mall. 

On the 10th of September, yet another exciting 
day for the Cravia team, the King of Winter 
finally opened on Abu Dhabi Corniche. The 
newly renovated Cinnabon store has now fully 
introduced and integrated the Carvel Cup & Cone 
and Cravia would like to thank the team for their 
outstanding cooperation throughout the entire 
opening process. 

All three shops look amazing, perfectly blending 
the 3 brands of Cinnabon, Seattle’s Best Coffee 
and Carvel into one store. The achievements 
over the past few months are incredible. Cravia 
has successfully embarked upon three major 
renovations, all of which were a great success. 
To top this off, Carvel effectively achieved new 
brand integration in less than 20 days, way to go 
Team Cravia.

Overall, the Carvel launch has been a great 
success and all three stores have already started 
to produce very promising sales results. In light of 
this event and as part of Cravia’s culture to award 
achievers, Cravia would like to take a moment to 
recognize the very special people involved and 
thank them all for their hard work and support in 
the execution of these stores.

THE  
CULTURE  
OF  
CARVEL 
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Towards the end of August, Seattle’s Best Coffee 
successfully set up a coffee cart at the HSBC 5 office in 
Bur Dubai. The opening turned out to be a very successful 
occasion; the cart started trading around 12:00pm and we 
achieved sales of AED 435 in just a few hours. Thank you 
for all of your hard work and determination in making this a 
success. Keep up the good work. 

SUCCESS 
IS ON THE 
CARTS

ABU DHABI MALL:

• Best Supportive Team award - Abu Dhabi Mall Team.

• Best Store Manager aligned with Plans award - Michael 
Asuncion.

• Area Coach in Command and Support award - Abdullah 
Sandakly.

• The Overseas Support award - Mahfouz Said & Tamer 
Samir.

• The On Time award - Davies Group team. 

• The Cash award for the best performing team member was 
a very difficult decision to make. Unfortunately, only one 
person can receive this award and we believe this person 
should be Jacky Lyn Cabiling.

MEGA MALL:
• Mega Mall (Carvel & Cinnabon) Outlet Manager award  

- Sheejo Mathew.
• Area Manager award - Albert Sevilla.
• The Cash award goes to Fernando Aringo for his 

outstanding performance during the training sessions.
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RAMADAN  
BEVERAGE (OREO) 

& CINNAPACK 
COMPETITION

SALES DRIVING BEST PRACTICE

The key findings only reiterate the 
positive impact that the Ramadan 
competition has had on sales 
results and team spirit. Marwan has 
summarized the key areas of focus 
which enabled the winners to achieve 
these fantastic results: 

• We assigned one staff member who 
was dedicated to selling CinnaPacks. 
We were able to do this because 
of the lower number of sales during 
Ramadan and through managing 
labor costs.

• During the day we were not allowed 
to display fresh, open rolls on the 
hotplates so we displayed the 
CinnaPacks instead. This was a great 
retail display tactic.

• We gave the team weekly incentives. 
For example, the highest weekly 
seller received one prepaid card worth 
AED 25.

• We tracked the sales of the Oreo 
Chillatta and the CinnaPacks so 
that we could provide training to the 
outlets that were below target or 
below their usual trends. 

As this sales tactic was so successful, 
we decided to use it to promote two of 
our new products and it has evidently 
paid off. After just three days we saw an 
increase of 3.44% in total sales for the 
Lemonatta and a 3.4% increase in total 
sales for the DDL Minibon. Way to go 
Team Cravia!!!!   

In a letter from Jennifer Musser, Vice 
President - International Marketing at FOCUS 
Brands Inc., she discussed how our Cravia 
partners here in the UAE used healthy 
competition to stimulate and increase the 
team’s performance levels during Ramadan. 
The competition focused specifically on the 
sales of the CinnaPack and Oreo Chillatta. 

To help maximize the sales results during this 
year’s Ramadan, the Cravia team launched 
a market wide competition between all of the 
outlets. Not only did this generate excitement 
among guests and team members, but it also 
produced very strong sales results.

Senior Brand Manager, Marwan Kandeel, 
would like to thank you all for your outstanding 
efforts and remind you that the FUN has only 
just begun with the introduction and launch of 
the Lemonatta and the DDL Minibon. 

The Ramadan Beverage Competition (Oreo 
Chillatta) & the CinnaPack Best Sellers 
Competition achieved amazing results. 
Ultimately, your hard work and sales skills 
have proved your capabilities to positively 
affecting the results. The winners and key 
findings from the Ramadan sales competition 
are listed below: 

The Winners:

• Highest Number of Drinks sold between 
the 20th of July and the 23rd of August 
(Cinnabon Dubai Mall) was 1,492.

• Best Sales Mix Improvement between 
the 20th of July and the 23rd of August 
(BurJuman Mall) had an 11.01% 
contribution to total sales.

• Number of Packs sold between the 20th 
of July and the 23rd of August (Mall of the 
Emirates) accumulated to 44,353 AED.

• Best Sales Mix Improvement between 
the 20th of July and the 23rd of August 
(Abu Dhabi Carrefour) had a 42.99% 
contribution to total sales.

The Findings

• Ramadan 2011 Vs. Ramadan 2012 - 
Total sales are up by 12.54%.

• Ramadan 2011 Vs. Ramadan 2012 - 
Total sales are up by 20.58%.

• Ramadan 2011 - Total Blended Drinks 
contribution to total sales were 0.66% Vs. 
Ramadan 2012 - Total Blended Drinks 
contribution to total sales were 3.75% 
WOW!!!!!!!

• Ramadan 2011 - Total CinnaPack 
Sales Mix were 5.51% of total sales 
Vs. Ramadan 2012 - Total CinnaPack 
sales Mix were 10.13% of total sales. 
WOOOOOOW!!!
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24 Hour Malls… 
Only in Dubai

Knocking on 
KSA’s Door 

WALID'S COLUMN AHMED'S COLUMN

As we approach the Eid season for this year, Dubai organizes itself 
and puts a very strong campaign not only to attract tourists, but 
also to give them an experience they would remember… and most 
importantly, want to repeat in the future.

The “Eid in Dubai” campaign kicked off recently and I personally 
expect it to be the biggest touristic season for our beloved city. With 
initiatives like 24/7 mall openings, Dubai is thinking out of the box 
and taking full advantage of its strong branding built over the years 
to attract tourists and build local business… and at Cravia we can 
only welcome such efforts.

Dubai has proven, against many skeptics, that it can stand the crisis 
of 2009. Yes, the real estate will probably never fully recover and 
yes there may have been a lot of injuries along the way… but at the 
end Dubai still stands tall in a tough region busy with political turmoil 
and economic uncertainty. The Dubai brand has proven solid and is 
now stronger than ever. The influx of people moving to Dubai is on 
the rise again… All you have to do is see how full most of the Dubai 
schools are. 

A friend I bumped into responded when I asked about his kids… “we 
are finding it tough to find a school for our eldest son… every school 
is busy and even the waiting list is closed”… When I asked him to 
remind me of his son’s age, he said “He’s almost Three!” This is just 
an indication of how populated Dubai is becoming again…

As we approach a very busy season I wish you the best of luck, and 
I will make sure I go around to as many stores as possible.

Happy Eid everyone.

It was great to hear that Zaatar w Zeit would be opening in Riyadh and 
that this could eventually lead to an increase of Zaatar w Zeit stores 
within KSA. Was the opening a difficult accomplishment? Yes, as 
individuals we are always faced with daily challenges in both life and 
work, and the biggest challenge I encountered was related to supply 
chain & purchasing. I found that the suppliers generally preferred to work 
with the larger corporations. In that light, I am thankful that the Cravia 
brand has established a well known name for itself and that people 
have become familiar with the excellence associated with Zaatar w Zeit. 
I believe that this made the opening in Saudi a lot easier than anticipated. 

I also believe that teamwork is extremely important and on my visit to 
Saudi I witnessed the positive effects that teamwork can have on the 
overall atmosphere and working environment. It was inspiring to see 
how everybody was so focused on their own duties and functions, yet 
still took the time to help and guide each other. I strongly believe that 
this demonstrates true teamwork and will help the team with their future 
successes at Zaatar w Zeit. I believe that teamwork holds several 
important values which I will share with you below: 
• Teamwork means that more information and knowledge are focused 

on the issue at hand.
• A greater number and diversity of alternatives can be developed.
• We gain a better understanding and acceptance of the final 

decision.
• The team members will develop knowledge and skills for future use.
• Shared responsibility means we are willing to take more risks.

Thanks,

Ahmed Al Saeed

ABOVE & BEYOND
Zaatar w Zeit:

Delivery Sales Records: 

We hit three new delivery sales records during the summer months of 
August and September, an amazing accomplishment for the Zaatar w 
Zeit team. Another achievement this summer was setting a new sales 
record in just one week; one record was made on the 20th of August, 
and then broken just a few days later on the 23rd of August. 

Even more good news this month with September’s competition sales 
results exceeding both last year’s Eid Al Adha and New Year’s Eve 
sales!! Although we were expecting a very busy weekend, we were 
not expecting to break another sales record. We are all exceptionally 
happy with this result.

The positive outcome of the past few months alerts us to the 
possibility of breaking more new sales record over the coming weeks. 
I'm sure you are all ready to take on this exciting challenge. 

Good luck Team ZwZ.

Mahmoud Harb

ZwZ Online Delivery:

Following the launch of Zaatar w Zeit’s online delivery service, we 
have seen a continuous improvement in terms of numbers. This past 
month alone has produced the best results we have seen, averaging 
44 orders a day which represents 5.1% of delivery orders.

This sudden increase in numbers can be attributed to the 
improvement in Zaatar w Zeit’s delivery service, which has evidently 
had a positive impact on our customers and their use of the online 
ordering service. We would like to thank you all for your hard work and 
commitment to improving the ZwZ experience.
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BIRTHDAY BOYS

WALL OF FAME

Haytham El Sous 
September 3

Islam Nofal 
September 24

I am honored to announce the Wall of Fame winners for July and August. I have always said that I am proud 
of the individuals that go above and beyond the call of duty. The culture of Cravia has always been built on 

recognition and we must remain true to this culture in all that we do.

We are appreciative of the hard work and great attitude that goes into exceeding customer expectations. It is not 
easy to excel on a daily basis but you have all successfully accomplished this. We appreciate your efforts and 

to thank you we held a celebratory lunch for the Wall of Fame winners at The Cheesecake Factory in Dubai Mall 
on Thursday, 20th of August. 

All of your work and efforts are greatly appreciated. Once again, thank you for going the extra mile.

Louay Ghandour

Winners for July 2012
ZwZ:

Total Cards: 298

Winner: Louie Gene Quito – 40 Cards (Sheikh Zayed road branch)

Cinnabon/SBC:

Total Cards: 359

Winners: Amadeo Jr. Caraig – 67 cards (HSBC 2 outlet) 

Head Office:

Special Guest of Honor – Priya Crasta

Winners for August 2012
ZwZ:

Total Cards: 391

Winner: Leony Acosta – 66 Cards (Dubai Mall) 

Cinnabon/SBC:

Total Cards: 712 

Winners: Aldren Florendo – 47 Cards (Dubai Marina Mall) 

Head Office:

Total Cards: 4

Winner: Mariam Kachour – 2 cards
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AUGUST SALES

GAME

QUOTES FUN FACTS

Progress Outline

Did you know that?

• A 75 year old person will have slept approximately 23 years in their 
lifetime.

• Mosquitos are more attracted to the color blue than any other color.

• If you eat too many carrots you will turn orange.

• The average person spends two weeks waiting for a traffic light to 
turn to green.

“Only those who risk going too far can possibly find out how 
far one can go.”

 T.S. Eliot

“Some people dream of great accomplishments, while others 
stay awake and do them.”

 Danielle Luedtke

“Nothing is impossible; the word itself says I’m possible.” 
Victor Aguirre

For the latest happenings, news and pictures,  
visit our Facebook page facebook.com/Cravia.Inc.

That’s right.  
The answer is B.

Look at the picture to see 
the route. This puzzle may 
look difficult, but working it 
out backwards shows that 
B is the only reachable 
goal square.

The matches set before you are arranged so that 
they form the letter ‘E’. Can you make the ‘E’ 
become smaller by moving just one match?

ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S GAME:

Moves: 1

Cinnabon / SBC 
Sales Records - 2012
Monthly Sales
HSBC 5 August 2012

Daily Sales
HSBC 5 20 - August

ZwZ 
Sales Records - 2012
Monthly Sales
Ibn Battuta August 2012

Marina August 2012
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